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INTRODUCTION
Underground water Is water that has seeped down into the
earth* a porous upper layers. Beneath the porous upper layers of
the surface of the earth are Impervious layers of rock, shale, or
clay, below which water cannot be found. There Is very little
fresh water below 3,000 feet, it is rarely found as deep as 10,000
feet, and it ia completely absent at 20,000 feet or more* As the
ground has become saturated over millions of years, the water table
has generally risen, but in most places it fluctuates with changes
in the amount of rainfall. The geologic formations of the earth
are non-homologous, causing variations in the locations and types
of water deposits* Thus, water is found in swamps, artesian wells,
seeps, springs, geysers, and all combinations of underground phen-
omena. Some of the oases in the Sahara Desert receive their water
from sources hundreds of miles away, in the African mountains*
Some of the ground water found in western Nebraaka has its source
in the Colorado Rookies* It ia popularly believed in western
Kansas that the ground water in that area comes from the Rockies,
too, but such is not the case.
For a more detailed discussion, see "Geology, Underground
Water," World Book Encyclopedia
. ( Chicago t Field Enterprises
Educational Corp., 1965), Vol. 8, p. 102.
p
" Robert Bennett Kerchner, "The Knowledge of and Attitudes
Toward Kansas Water Rights Law of Irrigators In the High Plains of
Western Kansas," (Unpublished Master's report, Department of Econ-
omics and Sociology, Kansas State University of Agriculture and
Applied Science, I960), p* 37.
%
Kansas Water Resources Board, State Water Plan Studies .
Part A. Preliminary Appraisal of Kansas Water Problems. Section 2,
Cimmarron Unit . September. 195BT p. I|7.
In many areas, water has been stored in subterranean deposits
for tens of thousands of years without measurable effect on land
valuations because its presence was not known to the landowner* or
because it was not technologically feasible to use it, or because
the land itself was not being used. In recent years, however,
there has been large-scale withdrawal of ground water, especially
for agricultural purposes, which has resulted in a considerable
increase in land values. The reasons for the change are; first,
new, low-cost methods of well-drilling make it possible for the
small farmer to afford to drill test holes on his own farm, second,
technological developments in pumping have made it possible to lift
water from deep wells at a low cost, third, technological develop-
ments in irrigation, principally sprinkler systems, have made it
economically feasible to irrigate lands formerly regarded as non-
irritable because of sandy soil or sloping terrain, and fourth,
low-cost power units and fuels make it possible to pump water at
a cost that will yield a profit. Southwestern Kansas is an area
where irrigation from ground water has greatly expanded in recent
years.
The specific problem considered in this paper is: What Is the
effect of underground water on land prices in southwestern Kansas?
The presence of water on the surface has a definite effect on
land productivity and on land value. If there is too much water,
the land is swampy and the value is low* If there is not enough,
the land is desert and the value is low. The correct amount of
water, whether obtained through rainfall ©r irrigation, results in
higher productivity, and consequently, higher land values.
Certain areas In the United States, such as the Texas High
Plains, parts of Arizona, or the Central Valley of California, have
experienced significant changes in land values after the success-
ful application of ground water to Irrigable farm land.^ It is
reasonable to suppose that the same would be true, as ground water
is developed for Irrigation, in southwestern Kansas. The question
of "How muoh?" Is the purpose of this study.
The problem of measurement becomes rather complicated, beoause
land values are affected by many variables. The real eatate market
is an imperfect market, since land is non-homogeneous and subject
to Infrequent market transactions. Both monopolistic and raono-
psonistie approaches to sale price are frequently made by sellers
and buyers, respectively. These, and other factors, make the app-
raisal process a difficult and complex job. The various factors
that influence a determination of price, and the difference between
price and value, will be discussed in more detail later. Suffice
It to say, at this time, that this study is concerned with the
price of water, and is approached via She avenue of actual market
prices paid for land underlain by ground water, not the value of
the changed income potential of land with water.
* Edgar S. Bagley, "--round Water Depletion Under federal Income
Tax Law, n The Kansas Agricultural Situation, (Manhattan, Kansas
t
Kansas State University, nay, 1}o6), p. 6.
* Wilfred K. Fine and William II. Scofleld, The i^errc Heal Estate
Market In Kansas , (Manhattan, Kansas? Kansas Agricultural lixperi-
ment Station, Kansas State University, January, 1961), p. 5.
SIONIFlCAHCii: OP THE STUD*
As is true with any haw development in use or productive fac-
tors, by which their marginal productivity ia increased, so it is
true that development of irrigation with ground water haa resulted
in a higher value for auch lands* The higher value of irrigable
farm acres is of considerable interest to landowners, prospective
buyers, property tax aasessors, real estate brokers, professional
appraisers, and investors.
Landowners av the recipients of windfall gains if they acquired
the land prior to the new development. They may realise their gains
by selling the property, or by developing the water themselves*
A knowledge of the changes in value of their holdinga can be help*
ful in deciding how to capitalise on theae developments*
If landowners have recently acquired the landa in hopes of
developing water, the breakdown of the actual purchase price to
show how much was paid for water and how much for the land may
possibly be useful in establishing a claim for ooat depletion for
6federal income tax purposes.
Prospective buyers could use the valuation of water and land
in their computations of optimal use of the resources, as well as
the computation of the purchase price they can justify paying.
Property tax assessors, real estate brokers, and professional
Barley, p. 6. An Internal Revenue Service ruling tnat cost
depletion will be allowed to taxpayera in the Texas High Pis ins may
possibly be expanded to include other areas, if the following re-
quirementa are met! (1) there must have been a ooat for the water,
or there is no investment to be recovered, (2) the ground water must
be depletable, that is, the source must be non-rechargeable, and
(3) the rate of depletion must be ascertainable*
appraisers would find the information useful in the performance of
their vocational function.
RSVIEW OF LITERATURE
The huge volume of literature that has been written about
appraisal and valuation of real estate la more than oan be covered
In this thesis. However, there la one eminent work, which stands
abova all others as an authority In the field of appraiaing, and
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that ia James C. Boabright'a Valuation of Property . 1 It has baen
the principal authoritative work in Its field for many years. It
covers all phases of real estate appraisal, and it contains some
good chapters on the three conventional methods of property valua-
tion: the replacement cost approach, the income approach, and tha
market comparison approach*
The point of view taken by Bonbrlght la, of course, the valua-
tion of property from the legal aspects of the problem. There ia
muoh to be learned by economists from the legal profession, so this
work is good background for a study in land valuation.
The American Institute of Heal Estate Appraisers has published
Q
a book, Aoprslaal Terminology and Handbook, that should also be
mentioned. It is a complete handbook for use as a guide* a cook-
book approaoh, to appraisal procedures for all types of property,
including residential, industrial, business, and agricultural.
Also worthy of mention amon» books of this type are the works by
7 James C. Bonbrlght, Tne Valuation Of Property. 2 volumes,
(Charlottesville, Virginia
. The Michie Company, Law Publishers,
196£ reprint).
a
American Institute of Heal Satate Appraisers, Appraisal
Terminology and Handbook. (New Yorfc: 19SVK
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Edith Friedman and Alfred Pirn*, which cover about the same sub-
ject matter as the first two.
Even though there is an abundance of literature on the gener-
al field of land valuation, there is remarkably little which deals
with the particular problem of the effect of ground water on land
values. However, there have been several studies completed en the
effect of other factors on farm real estate values. The methodol-
ogy used in some of these has been very helpful la the pursuit of
this study.
Particular mention should be made of the bulletin, Effects of
» » ii- <m m m n ni«w
Roads and Other Factors £n Parin Real iSat&te Values in Kansas .
The authors point out that a "single factor analysis • • •
is likely to produce biased estimates of the effects of the single
factor on land prices. A multiple factor analysis is, therefore,
advisable." However, this paper is an attempt to isolate one
factor for analysis and to account for the other factors by com-
paring the farms on a one-to-one matched-pair basis, keeping as
many factors similar between farms as possible, except the iaolat-
ed factor of underground water.
Edith J. £>iedman, ed., Encyclopedia of He&l Eatatc Apprais-
ing , (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.i Prentice-Hall, Tnc7, 1959).
10 Alfred A. Ring, The Valuation cf Heal Estate. {Englewood
Cliffs, S, J.t Prentice-Hsll, Inc., "l9&"37^
11 Jack D. Edwards, Wilfred H, Pine, and Arlln M. Feyerherm,
Fffects of Roads and Other Factors on l^arm Heal Estate Values in
Kansas. Bulletin lt69. (Manhattan. Kansas: Agricultural Experiment
Station, Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied Sclenee,
October, 1961*).
12 Ibid., p. 3.
8There is a certain amount of subjectivity in all land valua-
tions* as is pointed out by Edwards, "Market prices may not provide
a true measure of real value . • »•** due to such things as im-
perfect knowledge of buyers and sellers, lnfrequency of transaction,
etc. More will be said on this in the next section,
Edward's multiple regression study showed a coefficient for
irrigated acres of $29*00 per acre in aouthwestern Kansas* with a
coefficient of determination of R * .6950, significant at the 1%
level, for the period 1956 - 58* The present study indicates that
a higher coefficient would be obtained for the period of 1962 - 65*
Part of the difference between the $29.00 indioated by Edward's
study and the $93.00 indicated by this study may be due to the type
of coefficient desired. Edward's study was used to determine the
additional value of an entire farm due to a variable number of irr-
igated acres, while this study Isolates the coefficient of value
for the presence of underground water. Also, much of the differ-
ence is due to the difference in time period studied.
Another study. Trends in Land Values in Kansas. 3^ computed
trends in land values by region and by type of farming area for
twelve areas of the state. For the area which includes the four
counties discussed in this study, value per acre of farm land rose
from approximately Uj.0.00 per acre In the early 19^0's to over
1150.00 per acre in 1959.^
13
Ibid., p. 11*.
Harold H, Ramabacher, Wilfred H, Pine, Merton L. Otto, and
J. E. Palleaen, Trends in Land Values in Kansas , (Manhattan, Kansas t
Kansas State University, May, 1^60).
x$ Ibid., p. 16.
9Weighted averages for several categories of farm tracts were
16
used In s study, The Value of Farm Peal Estate, but no conclu-
sive results vere given, and nothing was mentioned pertaining to
vater values.
An unpublished work by Richard U. Rstcllff, G. Graham Walte,
17
and Dean T. Massey, appears to be e good treatise on the market
simulation of land values for purposes of condemnation or taking,
or for real estate valuation and appraisal In general, but no at-
tention Is specifically given to the presence or absence of under-
ground water.
The Farm Real Sstate Market In Kansas Is an interesting anal-
ysis of the nature and characteristics of this state's farm real
estate market, but sgsin, nothing is specifically mentioned eon-
18
earning the determination of water value,
A dissertation by David M, Helson19 Is concerned with the
value of water for Irrigation in the Kansas River Valley to deter-
mine efficiency in use for allocating water among competing uses
to maximize social benefits. Such efficiency is attained when
16
Charles F. Marsh and Wilfred H. Pine, The Value of Farm
Peal estate. A Study of Sales in Brown and Saline Counties . Kansas
.
(Msnhattan, Kanaaa: Agricultural Sxperiment Station, Kansas State
University, April, 1957).
" Richard U # Rstcllff, G. Graham Walte, and Dean T, Massey,
"Rules of Compensability, Valuation and iividence in Highway Land
Acquisition. M (Unpublished study by University of Wisconsin, Sept-
ember, 196? )# pp. 112-163.
18 Pine and Schofleld, p. 5.
19 David Michael Nelson, "The Value of Water for Irrigation
in the Kansas River Valley," (An unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Kansas State University, 1968).
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marginal value product equals marginal unit coat for all uses to
whloh the resource is put. Data were obtained by a survey of irr-
igatora. The method of valuation of water was the income approach,
using production functions and deducting costs of obtaining water,
to compute a net return to the farmer, or other water users, from
water. The net return from 1951 to 1965 showed a net loss of £25.28
per irrigated a ore of corn, but was positive for other crops, such
as fruits and vegetables*
11
METHOD AND APPROACH
Definition of ferata
Justice Brandeis said, "Value ia a word of many meanings*"
The truth of this atateraent is evidenced by the fact that The
Encyclopedia of Real Estate Appra ising liats seventy-six different
definitions of varioua types of value. One term used in this caper,
the connotation of which should be definite, is market value.
The following definition Is given by the American Institute
of Real Satate Appraisers:
"1, The price at which a willing seller would sell and a
willing buyer would buy, neither being under abnormal pressure.
"2. The price expectable If a reaaonable time is allowed to
find a purchaaer and if both seller and prospective buyer are fully
informed."
A more comprehensive definition is given as follows!
"Market value la the price which a willing buyer would be
Justified in paying and a willing seller would be warranted in ac-
cepting, if each is (1) well-informed or well-advised, (2) motivat-
ed by reactions of typical users, (3) ^e of undue stimulus, (1*)
financially capable of ownerahlp, occupancy, and/or uae, and (5)
allowed a reaaonable time in which to teat the market."21
Market value is not always the same thing as market price.
20 American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, p. 163.
21 Friedman, p. 20.
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The price of a good may be either above or below its value. While
the word value la very nebulous and hard to define, price la very
straightforward, concrete, and exact. Actual market transactions
are consummated at prices that are some tines above, sometimes be-
low market value. By taking an average of several ectual sales
prices, a more nearly accurate estimate of market value can be
obtained.
Under conditions of perfect competition, market price equil-
ibrates market value. However, under conditions of imperfect com-
petition, specific market prices may fluctuate above or below
market value, end are dependent upon raeny subjective factors relat-
ing to circumstances and conditions of the particular transactions
involved. This study uses an average of market prices to try to
arrive at an estimate of market value. The distinction between
value and price made by Webster* a Eg ctlonary is apropos, "the quan-
tity of money, c°ods» or services, which an article ia likely to
command In the long run, as distinct from its price in an indivi-
dual instance, "
The term "mineral rights" will be used in this paper to include
both sub-surface oil and pas rights and sub-surface mineral rights.
The term "water rights" will be used in the same sense that
it is used in The Kansas Appropriation Act of 191*5 as amended June
29, 1957* That ia, "All water within the State of Kansas is , . .
dedicated to the use of the people of the state," but rights may
be eatebllshed by a certain procedure and protected for private use,
based on the appropriation concept of a water right with prior
13
claims establishing priority. 22 The statute provides that, "If
a proposed useneither will impair a use under an existing water
right nor prejudicially and unreasonably affect the public inter-
eat, the chiaf engineer shall approve all application for such
use male in good faith and in proper form, which contemplate the
utilisation of water for beneficial purposes within reasonable
liid.tations,"23
The term "jsnerslly unsuitable for Irrigation" will b« taken
to include lands where topsoils have been washed away and where
land is not level, that is, $% slope or more,
Seleotion of the Area
The four county area consiatin- of Grant, Stanton, Norton,
and Stevens counties was chosen for this study because, there, the
irrigation of land, using underground water, is well-developed and
widely practiced. Some of the first irrication wells in the state
were in the Orant-Stanton area. The water is plentiful and adapt-
ed to irrigation. There are, within the area, farm tracts that do
not have water under them, making possible the comparison of dry
and irrigated farms, A smaller area would not have yielded a large
enough sample, while a larger area would have resulted in greater
dissimilarity between farms.
22 Kansas General Statutes, 191*9, Sec. 82s-702; cited by Wells
A. Hutohina, The Kansas Law of Water Rights , (Topeka, Kansas: 1957)#
p. 28.
23 Kansas General Statutes, 19l*9» Sec. 82a-711j cited by Hut-
china, p. 31.
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Irrigation has Increased in these four counties from leaa
than 60*000 acre-feet in 1950 to oyer i}?U»000 acre-feet in 1966,
^
all of which is from ground water. Recharge is estimated to be
less than 36,000 acre-feet a year, ^ ao the net difference ia
"mined,"
Geology , Hydrology , and Climate . All four counties are in
the High Plains section of the Great Plains province. Farming ia
the chief industry, with wheat and grain sorghums being the major
crops. The climate is semi-arid, the average rainfall about fif-
teen lnchea along the weatern border, increasing slightly to about
seventeen inches along the eastern border. However, average fig-
urea can be misleading for the area because of the great variabil-
ity from year to year and becauae many of the rains are localised
and torrential. Over a period of the last fifty-two years, Hugo-
ton recorded the maximum annual rainfall of 32.15 inches In 19U6,
while Johnson recorded a minimum of U.77 lnchea in 1956. '
Droughta have bean the major problem in this
Unit during its agricultural history. As early as
the 1890'a, irrigation projects were developed to
supplement precipitation during dry periods. One
waa near Englewood In Clark County. It was soon
discovered that the river would not supply sufficient
water to meet the demands, and the project was aban-
doned. Attempts to utilize ground water from artes-
ian wells ware made near Richfield in Morton County
during the l#90*tj but the quality of the water was
! Estimate obtained from Extension Engineering, Kansas State
University,
25 Estimate obtained by using the ratio of area in the four
county area to the whole Cimarron Unit and talcing that percentage
of the estimate given In State //titer ilsn Studies, p. 83.
fcW Kansas Water Resouroes Board, p. 35.
27 Ibid.
15
poor and ths project was later abandoned. Irriga-
tion wws practiced in the artesian valley of Head*
County In the early 1900' a from flowing artealan
walla* Jome pumpixig of the arteaian Me 11a occurred
in 1909, but did not develop rapidly until after
1933.
The drilling of upland irrigation wells started
in the 1930' a, but many ware abandoned Lecause of the
great lifts, soil conditions, or market conditions*
Sxteneive pumping of ground water has developed prim-
arily during recent years, especially during the 1951-
56 drought* An important factor in thia development
has been the availability and use of natural gas as
a fuel for tn* power unite* 2®
^oil Types . MM area covers approximately 32^0 square miles*
iixcept for a email area in eastern Grant County where the soil type
is Keith. Colby, the area is predominantly Dalhart, Hichfield,
Manaker and iiiohfleld. Colby solla. The Keith, Colby is "grayish
brown and dark grayiah brown ailt loam* Iheae aoila occur on un-
dulating to nearly level relief* They are well adapted to the
production of wheat and aorghum. Jorghum chlorosis may be expect-
ed to occur on the aloplng Colby soil, which occurs near the drain-
age ways* Keith is an excellent aoil for irrigation. n29
Dalaart, Lichfield, Mansker soils aee "brown and grayish brown
fine sandy loams (Dalaart), ailt loams (ttiohfield), and clay loan
(Manaker) aoila* ihese soils occur on nearly level to undulating
relief* This ia uomlnantly a aandy land area beat adapted to nat-
ive graaa, but aorghum and wheat may be grown on the better areas. "^
The Richfield, Colby soils are very similar to the Bslhart,
28 Ibid., p. 27.
29 o. W. Bidwell, :ia.1or 3oila of Kansas . Topeka, Kansas: Kan-
aas Agricultural Experiment .station, July, 1956), p. 11.
30 Ibid., p. 12.
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Richfield, Manaker aolls, but receive less moiature. As will be
explained later, more detailed aoll mapa were used in tnis study.
Vate.r>. faring Strata . The whole area ia underlain chiefly by
the Ogallala formation. Thia ia the principal water bearing form-
ation, which yielda moderate to large quantitiea of water. The
mapa in ?igurea 1 and 2 ahow the depth to water and the tnicknesa
of the water bearing atrata. The depth to water variea from near
aero to over 200 feet below the aurface. The thickneaa of the
water bearing Ogallala formation, in both the Pliocene and Pleiat-
ocene depoaita, variea from zero to aeveral hundred feet.
The four county area included in thia atudy includea land with
water, land without water, land suitable to irrigation, land not
aui table to Irrigation, and combine tiona of land auitable for irr-
igation under which there ia an abundance of water, and combinationa
of land auitable for irrigation under which there la no water.
Figure 3 shows the lands auitable for irrigation. A large portion
of the aouth half of Stevens County ia Band dune aurface topography,
and unaultable for irrigation even though there ia apparently
plenty of water.
17
Figure 1. Contour ^po showing depth to water in Grant, Stanton, Norton,
and Stevens Counties, State of Kansas. This map was furnished by the Kansas
Water Resources Board, dated August, 196?.
18
Figure 2. Contour n?p shoving saturated thickness of vrter bearing Ft rat
in Grant, Stanton, Morton, end Stevens Comities, State of Kansas. This map w*
furnished by the Kansas Water 'Resources 3oard, dated August, 196?.
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Figure 3« '- £'IJ °^ Grant, Stanton, Morton, and Stevens Counties showing land
not suitable for irrigation. Shaded areas ©re not irrigable. 31 Inasnuch as
this nap was drawn before the innovation of sprinkler irrigation, there is some
land in the non-irrigable areas which could now "be considered irrigable. This is
the case _with jpnly one farn, Sf,, in. this study.
Legend:
i
•'"'- ) Generally unsuitable to irrigation.
| | Gene rail}'' suitable to irrigation.
31
State '-rater Pirn Studies,, p. 6^,
20
Selection of the Time Period
Acoording to a study of trends In land values in Kansas, the
value per a ore of farm land In the southwestern corner of the state
32
rose over 1$$% from the base period, 19!*7-i|9, to the end of 1959.
The faot that there is an apparent trend upward persuaded the use
of a relatively short period of time, namely five years, for the
data for this study.
The most recent sales data would be the most desirable for
purposes of this analysis, but the number of oases within the past
one year would yield such a small sample as to be statistically
unacceptable. It was concluded fchat a five-year period would pro-
duce a large enough sample, hence, 3ales data includes market
transactions from 1962 through August, 1967, at which time the
field work was completed.
The Basic Approaches to Heal Estate Valuation
There are three conventional approaches to the problem of land
valuation; the income approach, the replacement cost approach, and
the market value approach. There is also the market simulation
approach, a relatively new idea In the field of appraising.
The income approach is based on the anticipated income that
will be derived from the property, less the costs of producing that
income. The expected net income is then capitalized, or converted
to a figure reflecting estimated worth in terms of present value.
21
The accuracy of this method la dependent upon the accuracy of the
prediction of expected Income and coats, and the correctness of
the estimate of the Interest rate used to convert future Income
to present value.
The replacement coat approach as a determination of value la
baaed on the expenditure, or cost, required to replace the prop-
erty. Becauae land, itself, ia immobile, and therefore not practic-
ally replaceable, thia method la not very useful in the appraisal
of land. Many land economics texts and appraisers overlook this
method entirely.
The market value approach ia based on a comparison of aalea of
similar property. A commonly accepted rule in appralaal practice
ia that four comparable sales are sufficient to serve as an ap-
praiaal base. "^ For example, when a farmer thinks about selling
or buying land, he inquires about actual sales prices of similar
plaoea in the neighborhood. He feela more confident in setting
hia price, either as an offer to buy or as an offer to sell, if
ha knows he is somewhere near hia neighbor* a figure.
The value of a common stock, listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, traded in volume every day, a perfectly homogeneous
commodity, la readily ascertainable. Contrariwise, land may be
transferred in market transactions only a few times a year, and
eaoh piece ia different In some respects from any other. The true
market value of land, then, 18 aacertained only with difficulty,
22
though a price is given for each transaction.
The market simulation approach can be explained
as follows. Simulation is a convenient , though per-
haps unfamiliar, term to describe what moat apprais-
ers actually do in estimating value. The appraiser
seeks to forecast the most probable transaction which
may be expected to take place with respect to the
subject property. Out of his observations of past
market behavior he pulls together all relevant knowl-
edge about how people have reacted in the market to
this kind of property under these kinds of market
conditions. He takes into account — simulates —
all of the conditions which he thinks will effect
this hypothetical aituation ... and then his
"judgment" tells him that the property will sell for
about $22, 600.00. "34
Ratcliff, Waits, and Massey then describe how model building
can facilitate the process of simulation by considering the inst-
itutional setting, the legsl content, dynamic and static product-
ive factors, market reactions, and conditions of sale, to arrive
at a more accurate appraisal of value. Instead of giving one
particular figure for the value of a property, they give a probab-
ility qualification that the value falls within some given bounds,
say 95$ probability that it is between $26,000.00 end 129,000.00.^
This method is a "more complete, orderly, and directed approach
to value," because it accounts for much more detail in itemising
the faotora that determine market values, employs greater reality
in its assumptions. It gives a forecast of the outcome of a hypo-
thetical situation that, under normal conditions, commands more
confidence
.
34 Rsteliff, waite, and Massey, p. 150.
35 Ibid., pp. 157-9.
36 ibid., p. 16U.
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For this atudy, however, the market comparison approach will
ba used* This study la not concerned with hypothetical forecasts*
but rather with actual market transactions that have already occur-
red. The results of the market comparison approach will be more
uaeful in this particular atudy* The reasons for this sra discuss-
ed in the next section.
Selection of the Market Comparison Approach
Of the four methods of valuation, the market sale a approach
waa chosen for this study, primarily for the following reason.
The actual market data embodlea the actual prices paid by farmers,
and therefore, lncludea the quantification of the value of water
in every transaction where water waa known to be present*
The task of separating this amount could be done by either of
two methods} s comparlaon of transactions alike in aa many respects,
other then water, aa poaaible, or by regression analysis. The meth-
od of corapsrison of like units waa ohoaen over regression analysis
mainly beceuae a precedent had been established in federal Courta,
by which the value of water was established for income tax pur*
poses in the Marvin Shurbet caae.
It was first thought that it would be poaaible to use the
emeunt of revenue stamps on eeoh recorded deed aa a baaia of value,
but because this proved to b e unreliable, a allghtly less access-
ible means waa uaed. This will be explained later, under the dis-
cussion of the questionnaire and survey.
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Factors That Affect Real Estate Values
Many factors affect the market price agreed to by both part-
ies in a land transaction* Here is a fairly comprehensive list
of them.
1. Size of tract,
2. Value of buildings and other improvements.
3# Quality of land; thst is, soil and topography.
]|. Water supply.
5. Proximity to market.
6. Proximity to urban area.
7. Climate.
8. Units of capital applied to the tract.
9» Quality of management.
10. Desirability as a home unit,
11. Assessed vsluatlon and property taxes.
12. Productivity.
13. Acreage allotments and soil bank participation.
1U. Capital gains income tax consideration
•
15. Non-farm use; highway rights of way, easements, etc.
16. Knowledge of buyer and seller of other investment oppor-
tunities.
17. Ability to bargain.
18. Financial conditions of buyer and seller.
•*' Many of these are listed in previously cited works, such
as Edwards, Pine, and Feyerherm; Marsh and Pine; Friedman; or Bon-
bright; Ratcliff, Waite, and Massey.
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19. Mineral rights.
20. Possible changes In value of money (Index) over period of
repayment of mortgage.
21. Buyer's ownership of other land In the same area*
22* Accessibility of paved highways*
23. Type of vegetation on the land; walnut trees* other tim-
ber, crops* etc*
214.* Recreational use possibilities.
Item number four* above, oan be further broken down into fac-
tors that influence the market value of water.
1* Average acre feet of water deliveries per season.
2* The effect of seasonal water deliveries on the water table*
3* Legal ties between water and land*
I4.. Qualities of water.
5* Stock, or the total supply available, if geologically
determinate*
6* i-T.ow, or the rate of recharge, if determinate*
Thia study is an attempt to find a residual market value, baa-
ed on actual real estate transaction, for underground water* By
comparing the farms with water, that are alike in other respects,
to those without water, a breakdown of the price between water and
land can be established*
All tranaactione involving any of the following have been
eliminated from the original data.
1* Tract less than forty acres.
2. The buyer and seller are related* (Unless there is some
26
Indication that • fair market price was paid.)-3
3* Actual sales price cannot be determined.
I4.. There is indication that the sales price was not the re«
suit of open market forces*
5* Purchase was for other than agricultural use*
38 Ibid., p. 5.
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COLLECTING THE DATA
Pre-planning P*or Exploratory ^ield Trip
It was hoped that aala pricea could b« aaoertainad by refer-
ence to the amount of revenue atampa on the recorded deed. However,
Mrs. Beck, the Riley County Regiater of Deeda, aald that bafore
July 1, 1967, the amount of revenue atampa as an indication of
sales pricea was not reliable. After that date, Senate bill Num-
ber 1*38, enacted by the Kansas legialature, requlrea that a Cert-
icate of Value be filed by the grantee before the deed can be re-
corded.
A compariaon of the actual amount of revenue atampa on the
deed with the amount that ahould have been affixed, the latter
being determined by finding the sale price as reported in the
queationnaire, on Table 1 and reading the required amount, ahowed
the following. Of the 117 replies, only 89 were close enough to
be considered approximately accurate. Thia would immediately intro-
duce an error in the sample data of approximately 21\%9 and was,
therefore, not acceptable.
Though the market value could not be obtained from the deed,
there was other information that could be, such as, names and ad-
dresses of buyers and aellers, dates of sale, amounts of revenue
atampa, and legal descriptions of the property involved.
A data sheet was designed fcr the collection of pertinent in-
formacion. (See Appendix I.) a supply of tneae waa reproduced
for use on the exploratory trip to the Grant County area. The
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breakdown of sale price was not available through public records,
and in most cases, even the total sale price was not given. Because
of this, it was necessary to find another way to get the desired
information.
Field Trips
The field trips netted some useful information, as will be
discussed in this section.
The deed register index listed all deeds in alphabetical,
chronological order for each county. One data sheet was Tilled
out for each piece of farm lend over forty acres, except those that
stated that there was a close relationship between the families of
the buyer and seller. Most of the deeds in this category had no
revenue stamps and a statement similar to this: "In consideration
of One dollar and LOVfi and AFFECTION
. .
."
After two days of personal Interviews with farmers who had
purchased land, it was apparent that a mail survey by questionnaire
would be more practical in terms of the ratio between time spent
and information gained.
The Regi8ter of Deeds offices Ml Grant, 3tanton, Morton, and
Stevens Counties showed Information in the deed record books that
three hundred and twenty-five farms had changed hands between 1962
and August, 1967. (I should note that there were more than this,
but some were eliminated from this study for reasons mentioned
earlier. Also, there were a few in Stevens County that were not
listed because the office cloaed for the week-end before the list
TA3LE 1.
COMPUTATION CF "PURCHASE P3ICE D3TEEKIKSD 3Y STRIPS" FBOH
"AMOUNT REVENUE STAMPS Oil DEED"
Amount of Purchase Amount of Purchase Amount of Purchase
Stamps Price Stamos Price Stemp
8
Price
$ .55 $ 250 $ 14.30 $12,750 $ 23.05 $25,250
1.10 750 14.85 13.250 28.60 25,750
1.65 1,250 15.40 13,750 29.15 26,250
2.20 1,750 15.95 1^,250 29.70 26,750
2.75 2,250 16.50 14,750 30.25 27,250
3.30 2,750 17.05 15,250 30.80 27 ,750
3.85 3,250 17.60 15,750 31.35 28,250
4.40 3,750 IB. 15 16 ,250 31.90 23,750
4.95 ^,250 18.70 16,750 32.45 29,250
5.50 4,750 19.25 17,250 33.00 29,750
6.05 5,250 19.80 17,750 33.55 30,250
6.60 5,750 20.35 18,250 34.10 30,750
7.15 6,250 20.90 18,750 34.65 31,250
7.70 6,750 21.45 19,250 35.20 31,750
8.25 7,250 22.00 19,750 35.75 32,250
3.80 7,750 22.55 20,250 36.30 32,750
9.35 8,250 23.10 20,750 36.85 33,250
9.90 8,750 23.65 21,250 37.40 33,750
10.45 9,250 24.20 21,750 37.95 34,250
11.00 9,750 24.75 22,250 33.50 3^,750
11.55 10,250 25.30 22,750 39.05 35,250
12.10 10,750 25.85 23,250 39.60 35,750
12.65 11,250 26.40 23,750 40.15 36,250-
13.20 11,750 26.95 2ix,250 40.70 36,750
13.75 12,250 27.50 24,750 41.25 37,250
29
JTOTE: The above table applies to all transactions from July, 19^0, to date, the
federal tax for that period "being 55S on $100 to $500, and on each ad-
ditional $500 or fraction thereof. This table has "been adjusted to give
a median purchase price of the range represented by the stamps. For
example, $5.50 in stamos indicates a purchase price ranging from $4501
to $5000. Therefore, $'J-750 is selected as being the most accurage single
figure for *5«50 stamps.
For determining purchase prices represented by stamps in excess of those
lifted on the table, civic e the amount of stamps oy 11, add t'vo zeros
(disregard decimal poirt) then deduct $250. For example, amount of stamps
$41.80 divided by 11 = $380. Add two zeros to get $38,000. Deduct $250"
to get $37,750.
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was completed and the remaining number was too small to justify
making a return trip.) After the lists were completed, addresses
of owners were obtained from the various oounty assessor's offices*
Questionnaire and Hall Survey
When the list of transactions was completed and addresses of
purchasers obtained, a questionnaire was designed for mailing.
(See Appendixes II and III.) There were three hundred and twenty-
five letters of transmittal and questionnaires mailed out, with
stamped, self-addressed return envelopes. Those were all sent
during the week of August 28, 1967. Within two weeks, ninety-nine
replies had been received. On September l£, two hundred and twenty-
six post cards were sent to those who had not yet reaponded, rem-
inding them of the questionnaire. This brought sixty-three more
returns before the cut-off date of October 12, 1967, making a
if9.8£# success, following is a breakdown of the replies which
were received:
Purchasers who claimed to know of the presence of
ground water .....,,.,,514
Purchasers who claimed not to know of the presence
of ground water , , ....... 63
Replies eliminated from the data for various
reasons • •••,.....
. ^5
Total ....... 162.
There were one hundred and sixty-three who did not answer.
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ANALYSIS OP mi DATA
Preliminary
The returned questionnaires were checked for completeness and
acceptability on grounds of the relationship of buyer and seller*
indications of sales price not resulting from free market forces,
and sis&e of tract. They were then separated into two groups; those
to be rejected and those to be used in the study,
Those that were to be used were further divided into two
groups; those that answered "yes," and those that answered "no,"
to question number four, "Did you know of the presence of under-
ground water when you made the purchase?"
The data was then entered in chronological order by date of
sale on two recap sheets, listing date, description, price of im-
provements, mlnersl rights, total net price of land and ground
water, size of tract, net amount paid per acre, topography, soil
types, amount of revenue stamps on deed, distance to elevator, and
acres of wheat allotment. Pertinent remarks were also listed in
the remarks column, (See Appendixes IV and V,)
As it turned out, the breakdown into only two categories was
not sufficient to make e distinction between landowners that thought
they had water and did, those that didn't think they had water but
actually did, those that thought they had water but actually did
not, and those that did not think they had water and actually did
not. This weakness was probably due to the fsct that the quest-
ionnaire did not make provision for anything but a "yes" or a "no"
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answer. The wording cf item four on the survey form was such that
the landowners did net know what to put down as their answer when
their particular case was not clear-cut. A further breakdown than
just "yes* or "no" would have been better. Subjectivity in this
study would net have been ne much a problem, if this change had
been incorporated into the questionnaire,
Seleotion of Eighteen Pairs of Farms
After trying, unsuccessfully, to make a more rigorous analy-
sis using all of the data in Appendixes IV and V, it was decided
to screen the Myes n group for tracts that, according to the infor-
mation given on the questionnaire, definitely had water at the
time of aale. There were eighteen of them. By matching the eight-
een with water with sccther eighteen, which, in the opinion of the
purchaser, did not have water, it *aa felt that a more useful
analysis could be made. Of course, no one can positively say that
there is no water until a test hole is actually drilled. There
have been many cases where a peraca has thought there was no water,
and he has been proven wrong when water was later discovered, and
vice-versa. Moreover, a test hole can be drilled on one forty
acre tr*ct and be dry, and another hole on a neighboring forty
acre tract will reveal an abundance of water. It can be positively
stated, at any rote, that on the eighteen places without water,
no water had been found up to the date of sale, and the transaction
did not appear to be a speculation with the hope of developing
water. (There is one exception to this last statement. A visit
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to the Water Feaourceo Office in Tcpekn revealed that the purchas-
er had a well on a nearby tract before he bought this one. There
has since been no well drilled, however, and the farm is not yet
being irrigated.)
The group of eighteen irrigated farms were, of course, already
isolated from the rest of the tracts in the "yes^group, the prcb-
lea being to find a group of eighteen dry farms from the "no" group,
alike In as many other respects as possible, which could be paired
off with the first group. In order to nboo»« them objectively,
the following procedure waa uoed.
'rat, since the date in Appendix V was listed chronological-
ly, only the tracts with date of sale within six months of the
late of sale of the irrigated tracts wore considered.
Next, those of the above ware checked for similar soils and
topography, by looating them on detailed soils maps published by
the Soil Conservation Service. Then, of thoae whioh were similar,
a check waa made for similar mineral rights, wheat allotments, and
di8tance to the nearest elevator. The else of tract was also
checked, and kept as near the same as possible.
The number and kind of Improvements were also kept as alike
as possible, but in cases wher* there Mas no similarity, an adjust-
ment to the per acre vslue was made by deducting from one trans-
action or the other, the price of the improvercenta as they had
been listed by the purchaser on the questionnaire.
If other relevant Information wan available, as noted in the
remarks column of Appendix V, it wee taken into account in the
3k
process of matching.
If any of the above mentioned characteristics were unreason-
ably different (in the opinion of the author) and no adjustment
could be made to compensate for the difference, that particular
tract was eliminated from the group being considered. However,
in some cases all the possibilities were eliminated, and the
comparison had to be made with the best available match. (Again
in the opinion of the author.
)
It is recognized that there is a possibility of subjectivity
entering the analysis.
Tables 2 and 3 list the eighteen pairs of farms, showing
comparisons of the various factors that have been taken Into con-
sideration.
The average price per acre for those with water was #171.00.
The average price per acre for those without water, whieh were
matched by the above described process in all other character-
istics, to those with water, was 78.00. The difference, assumed
to be a residual value for water, was $93*00.
However, the dispersion around the average is large. The
standard deviation is $1*0.17, The wide dispersion suggests that
other factors, perhaps relating to the abundance of water, might
have an Important bearing on the price of the land. On the other
hand, the median, the mode, and the midrange are all between
$89.50 and $lllj..OO. The graph in Figure k shows the frequency
distribution of the data.
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5
3
2
1
0-10 21-30 1*1-50 6l-?0 81-90 101-110 121-131 0w
11-20 31-J*0 51-60 71-80 91-100 111-120 131-1&0
Figure 1|. Frequency distribution of the net differences be*
tween per acre values of eighteen matched pairs of tracts without
ground water and tracts with ground water.
Median • #39.50
Mode • 11U.00
Mean 86. 9U
Midrange * 97.00
Range s 156.00
Standard deviation * !|0.17
• The mean of the differences is $86.9i*» while the difference
of the means of the Irrigated land and the dry land is &93-00.
This is due to the fact that the latter is weighted by the number
of acres in eaoh farm. The $93*00 is probably a more meaningful
figure.
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Comparisons On A One-to-One Basis
In pairing off the farms with water to those without water,
the total number of acrea in the unit were kept as near the same
as possible, and the date of sale was leapt, in most oases, within
approximately six months of each other. The point8 of similarity
and difference are shown in Tables 2 and 3* Soma further comments
follow* Unless otherwise stated, the values used in the follow-
ing comments have been taken from the questionnaires*
1-1W. Both of these sales were in October of 1962 and both
included mineral rights* The questionnaire showed that 1W includ-
ed |12,00O«00 for improvements (mostly wall equipment} which was
deducted before computing the per acre price of the land* The
wheat allotment ia approximately two percent difference, which is
inaignificant* The farms are almost the same distance from the
storage elevator* Topographic variation is less than three per-
cent in both cases* The soils on the irrigated land are Dalhart
and Ulysses, both sandy loams, are only slightly Inferior to the
Richfield, Ulysses, silt loams of the dry farm* For wheat farm-
ing, the soils could be considered the same.
2»2H, The comparison here is very difficult because the land
with water was known to have a good supply of water, known to be
flat land, and known to have a very important extra, namely, nat-
ural gaa which could be used for fuel to power the pumps, making
it possible to keep the variable costs of irrigation very low*
The value, given on the questionnaire, of the wheat allotment for
the irrigated farm (*i*,000.00) was deducted because there was no
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allotment at all on the dry land. Also, the mineral rights* of
$12,000.00 declared value, had to be deducted before a per acre
compariaon could be made. (The $12,000.00 figure was given by the
landowner.) The farms are less than six months apart aa far at
the date of sale is concerned. They arn in bordering sections
j
only a few miles apart, and the soils and topography are the same.
They are four and five miles from the nearest elevator, respective*
ly. The dry farm is 160 sores, while the irrigated farm is 320
acres. It should be mentioned that this sandy type of land, (Vona
loamy and Vona Tivoli) la not good for crops unless there is an
abundance of water. iSven so, these two places make a good compar-
ison for this study.
3~3W* The date of sale of the dry farm waa about nine months
after the irrigated one, and the acreage was less than half, but
there were no other farroa in the raw data that better auited the
comparison thsn this one. The soils are the same, there are no
mineral rights with the dry farm, but the one-quarter Interest
in mineral rights on the irrigated place was valued by the buyer
on the questionnaire and that amount deducted from the total price
for this comparison. The well and well equipment were also deduct-
ed. The wheat allotments are similar, percentage-wise.
U-UW. Both of these farms had one-half of the mineral rights,
but no indication of their value. The aoila are Riohfleld, Colby,
and Colby and Keith, with the same topography. The dry farm Is
twice as far from the nearest elevator, the two declared to be nine
and eighteen miles, respectively.
ko
5-3>W. These farms were sold within a month of the same date.
The irrigated land was actually the sale of only one-eighth inter*
est In 6I4.O acres, while the dry farm was 80 acres total* They are
both under five miles from the nearest elevator. The soils are
Richfield, Colby on the irrigated farm and Richfield, Dalhsrt on
the farm without water, but both are well adapted to wheat produc-
tion. The wheat allotment is 25$ greater on the dry farm, but
this is not considered to be a critical lector because it is only
ten acres difference in total allotment. Mineral rights are in-
cluded in both places, but no difference In value is apparent at
the present time.
6-6W. The valuations pieced on the mineral rights by the two
owners have been deducted from the total purchase prices on the
farms, as have the values placed on wheat allotments and other
improvements. The wheat allotments, the sizes of the tracts, and
the distances from the nearest elevator are all approximately the
same. The sales dates are within three months of the same time.
The soils and topography are the same. The purchaser of the irr-
igated land stated that another factor that influenced the price
of the farm was that the land joined other land that he presently
owned and was farming.
7-7V. Both of these are the same size, and both sold near
the same time. The dry farm included only one-half of the mineral
rights, while the irrigated farm included all mineral rights, but
this factor did not appear to be important in arriving at the ssle
price. The soils are Ulysses and Richfield, which means that they
uvery similar. There were no Improvements on either place end
the wheat allotments were about the same. The distances to the
elevators were twelve and fourteen miles. The irrigated farm had
no well at the date of sale* but the purchase was subject to an
option providing that a test hole could be drilled by the purchas-
er and the presenoe of water verified or he would not bo bound by
the sales agreement.
8~8w. The soils on these two farms are very similar. There
are no mineral rights with either place. However, the wheat allot-
ment on the irrigated farm is 320 acres (100/C of the land) against
only 80 acres (50% of the land) on the dry farm. 60th are four
miles from the elevator, and owners had other land in the same
area before purchase.
9-9W, Though the irrigated farm was known to have water at
the time of sale, there were only 220 acres actually under culti-
vation that were being irrigated. The other 3B0 acres were rough
and dry and considerable work had to be done i,o make it irrigable.
The owner said that at the time of this survey there »re only 5^
sores that are not under irrigation.
10-10W, The mineral rights are included on botn places, but
the previous owner of the dry land has reserved them until his
death, at which time they will go to the present owner. The wheat
allotments on both places are small. The well on the irrigated
place is very small, (only 350 gallons per minute), hence the
small value placed on the water.
11-11W. These two farms have the same allotments, the same
k*
distance to the elevator, near the same size of tract, and similar
soils and topography, and they sold within one month of each other.
However, the dry farm has mineral rights, the value of which is
not given by the owner, and the irrigated form has a 900 GPM well,
the value of which has not been given. The comparison, though
lacking in similarities, was the best available from the data.
12-12W. Theae farms were sold nine months apart. They were
both the same size and both had mineral rights. The soils and top-
ography are similar.
13-13W* These farms sre 160 acres for the dry farm and lj.80
acres for the Irrigated, the same soil types, and similar topo-
graphy. Both include mineral rights and have similar relative
wheat allotments. The dry farm ia eight miles from the elevator,
while the irrigated is only two. The purchaser of the irrigated
land said that there was no water when he bought the first quarter,
but he drilled and got s 21*00 OPM well, so he bought two more
quarter-sections
•
li».-lUW, Both of these farms include mineral rights, both
sold within two month of each other, and both had the same soil
types and similar topography. They had the same wheat allotments,
approximately, and diatsnces to the nearest elevator were similar.
The irrigated land had a well valued at &U*,000.00, the value of
whioh was deducted from th* total purchase prioe before computing
the per acre sale price.
15-1SW. The irrigated land was sold st public auction, but
the high bidder could not raise the money, so the neighbor bough*
the land t* increase his own holdings. He considered the following
h}
other factors important in arriving at a valuation of the property:
(a) only two miles from town,
(b) Owned adjoining land east, north, and west,
(o) the "new grain storage was a nice improvement" that he
could use*
Over $57,000.00 worth of improvements were deducted from the
total purchase price before computing the net price per acre. The
price breakdown was complete and the information on the question-
naire indicated that this farmer kept better records than most of
the others who participated in the 3urvey.
The dry farm sale price was adjusted downward 12,1*00.00 in
this case because of the following comment by the purchaser on hie
questionnaire! "Other factor which was considered in arriving at
the value of this landj proximity to other owned land. If land
had been away from our land, we would not have considered it at
this price. Possibly $16,000,00 or less,"
16-16W. These farms were both purchased in large tracts,
6I4O and 1600 acres, respectively. They both included mineral rights
and are both predominantly Richfield loam soils. The Irrigated
farm had a small well on it, valued at ^,000.00, but the owner
is planning to develop more water "as money permits." both places
have approximately one-quarter of the land as wheat allotment acre-
age. The dry farm is twenty-two miles from the elevator, while the
other is only one mile sway. It is interesting to note that the
dry farm was purchased at a sheriff's sale, after which the owner
drilled twenty-eight test holes, all of which were dry.
kk
17-17W. Both farms have mineral rights, both have an equal
percentage wheat allotment, the topography le the same, the soils
are different, but both are fertile soils adapted to wheat produc-
tion* The dry farm is 20 miles away from en elevator, while the
Irrigated in only two*
l6-l8w. The soils are both Uiehfield, Colby. The farias sold
only about four months apart* Both places included mineral rights*
The percentage wheat allotments were about the same* They were
twelve and seventeen miles away from an elevator* The owner of
the irrigated land listed as factors that affected the valuation
of property as: "availability of a good tenant, type of soil,
topography of land, and production history*" Improvements amount-
ing to r. If*, 300*00 had to oe deducted from the total purchase price
of the Irrigated farm before computing price per acre.
Summary of Data From Kansas Water Reaouroes Board
After the questionnaires were all included in the compiled
data, Che information was ohecked for accuracy by comparison with
information on file at the Kansas Water Resources Board in xopeka*
Following is a summary of the findings.
From the "yes" group, (excluding the eighteen separated for
more detailed study) there were only eleven whioh had water rignt
applications filed* Sine of these eleven were filed after the
date of sale, leaving only two that actually had water rights
applies tlona filed when the land transaction took place. Neither
of these two were certificated, however.
k$
From the "no" group, (excluding the eighteen separated for
more detailed study) seven had filed application for water rights*
Six of these seven were filed after the sale date. One bought the
land and the approved, but not certificated, water right together.
(He probably was In the "no" category because he misunderstood the
questionnaire, or because no well was drilled, even though a water
rights application had been filed,) All of the above may indicate,
as pointed out by Robert Kerchner on page 35 of his report, that
many people do not really know what the law is concerning water
in their area, and it may even indicate that they are not aware
of the meaning of the term "water right."
Of the eighteen "dry" farms, there were two with applications
for water rights on file in the state office. One of these two
was filed in connection with a well on a nearby tract owned by the
same individual. The other was filed at approximately the date of
sale, and was probably a speculation by the buyer on the likelihood
of finding water.
Prom the eighteen Irrigated farms, only fifteen had wells
recorded in the files at the state office. However, there was one
of the other three which was to be irrigated from a neighboring
well (located on the property line) with water rights to be estab-
lished by the purchaser. The information on the other two ques-
tionnaires was verified by telephone conversation with the respond-
ents, though applications for water rights have not yet been
filed.
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Regression Analyses
As was mentioned before* the average price per acre of toe
eighteen dry farms was -78.00. The average price per acre of the
eighteen Irrigated farms was 171.00, a difference of *93»00 per
acre which could be attributed to the value of water. Since the
farms were matched In a one-to-one comparison, It Is possible to
perform linear regression analysis of the relationships between
water value and depth to water, water value and well capacity In
gallons per minute, and also rank correlation between water value
and time of sale for trend analysis.
A regression analysis using two Independent variable, X^ be-
ing depth to water, and X2 being well capacity In gallons per min-
ute, proved to be of little value. There Is very little linear
relationship between the depth to water and well capacity. The
product moment correlation coefficient (rx_ x = .0616) is not sig-
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nifleant even at the 90% level.
The regression coefficient Is not reliable because the stand-
ard error is high. (S^ » 1.6l;0U, S^ .1786)^
A simple regression analysis, using depth to water as the
independent variable, resulted in a product moment correlation
coefficient of r= -.0123, with sixteen degrees of freedom, which
is not significant at any level, ^ showing that there is very little
™ Holly C. Fryer, Concepts and Methods of Experimental Stat-
istics
.
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 196677 p. 594.
^° Ibid., p. 566. The t values are not significant at even
the 10£ level with sixteen degrees of freedom in a two-tail test.
^ Ibid., p. 59U.
hi
affect, if any, of depth to water on the prloe paid for water.
However, the product moment correlation coefficient for water,
using the prloe dlfferenoe aa the dependent variable and the pump
capacity In gallons per minute aa the Independent variable, waa
r * .5217, with fifteen degrees of freedom, which la algnlfleant
at the 95 * level, but not at 99# level* This vslus of r Is large
enough to justify computation of a prediction equation for the
linear relationship. Consequently, by the method of leaat squares,
s regression line was fitted to the grsph In Figure 5, by use of
the following t
Y - e bX,
where Y prise of water, s * $1*2.52. b .0328. and X • wsll
(10.05) (.0138)
cspsolty in gsllons psr minute.
See Tsbls k for the date. Following are the computations for
the prediction equation.
* - -££- . 1356.
? -
~r— - #86.9fc.
a « ? • b(X « X) - %V.52*
* • s (xVxV " •032e
WTABLE 1*
The Correlation Between Price of Water
Prioe of Water and Well Capacity
and Depth to Water, and
in OPM
Pair
Ho,
Price
per Acre
Dry IrriK.
$ 90.00 1179.00
on
Difference
(Price of
Water)
1 89.00
(x
x )
Depth to
Water
<x2 )QPH
Well
Capacity
1 77 (feet) 1000(0PM)
2 1*6.00 169.00 123.00 120 2000
3 100.00 200.00 100.00 z$S 1200
k 125.00 231.00 106.00 260 2000
5 13U.00 153.00 19.00 170 800
6 8^.00 172.00 87.00 «•«• —
7 122.00 19l*.00 72.00 220 11*00
8 72.00 11*1.00 69.00 160 1600
9 100.00 120.00 20.00 - 350
10 110.00 175.00 65.00 205 900
11 60.00 150.00 90.00 .. 1500
12 115.00 229.00 111}. 00 83 21*00
13 111.00 150.00 39.00 186 1500
* 58.00 116.00 58.00 1+0 200
15 100.00 275.00 175.00 200 i5oo
16 80.00 202.00 122.00 95 1200
17 52.00 155.00 103.00 90 2500
18 80.00 191*.00 111*. 00 150 1000
— Information not available.
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Adjustment for Trend
Previous mention has been made of the question of adjustment
for trend. Using the data In Table k» and making a chronological
listing of the Irrigated farms by months, the following data can
be used to obtain a Spearman 1 s rank-difference coefficient of
linear correlation, r
s ,
by the following formulas
r«s n (n2 • 1).
Chronological Water Value
Rank Hank ID
1 9 8
2 17 15
3 11 8
i 13 9
> 1 k
6 8 2
I
7
6 2
9 2 7
10 5 5
11 10 1
12 14.5 2.5
10
10
15 18 3
16 16
i 12 514.5 3.5
The coefficient r, *
.181*3, with sixteen degrees of freedom,
seems to Indicate that there is very little, if any, trend. Accord*
ing to the table in Snedecor's book, this is not significant at
the $% level, which is as low as the table goee.^
kZ George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods Applied to Ixperl-
menta i°L Agriculture and Biology. (Ames. Iowa : The Iowa University
Press, 1962), p. 17^.
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The aigniflcance teat given by Fryer*** la
<r«-fiSr, ••2U25
where a standard normal varlata la
^ . * , m
.219U.
* (Tra
The atanderd normsl cumulative frequency table in rryer ,a^>
book shows that only about 22 tlntea In 100 would there be need for
trend adjustment.
Poaaiblllty of Blaa Beoauae of Mineral Rights
One fcotor that probably ahould be considered further la the
presence or absence cf mineral rlghta In the data* There ware
twelve of the eighteen palra that had mineral rlghta* but no apeo-
lflo value atated by the lendownera. Hence, there la the poaaib-
lllty of an error beoauae of differences In mineral rlghta and
their values.
In moat eaaaa It la true that when a farm la aold for agri-
cultural purposes, unleas there has been previous oil or mineral
activity on the land* or on neighboring land* the mineral rights
go with the land without much influence on the price. However*
In the Hugoton Gss Fields, which are partially in the four oounty
area of this study* there has been oil activity In the peat.
**3 Fryer, p. 237.
kk Ibid., p. 562.
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In order to determine if there is some bias, the statistics
advisor on this problem suggested locsting all the pairs of fsrms
on a map to see If they are randomly scattered. This was done,
but because of the pledge made to the landowners in the letter of
transmittal, that no names or tracts would be identified in pub-
lished data, the map is not reproduced here* The opinion of the
statistics advisor, an* also of the author, is that the mineral
rights are randomly scattered. Hence, the conclusions are probably
not influenced by variations in minersl rights.
At least one point in favor of this oan be made. The question-
naires whioh were returned by the landowners provided for s break*
down of value between mineral rights and surface rights. Those
who fsiled to show the breakdown likely did so because they had
not previously considered it to be an important major factor in
valuation. However, it must be admitted, there ia the possibility
of error on this point,
A Comparison of Respondents and Non-respondents
There is one definite advantage that ia present in the data
used for this study, whioh is not normally found in mall survey
studies, and that is the fact that some information, available from
county records on both respondents and non-respondents, can be used
to determine if there Is any significant difference between those
who returned the questionnaires and those who did not. The date
of Bale and the size of tract are known for both groupa. The pro-
duct moment correlation ooeffioient for date of sale is r * ,9590,
5>'3
and for the size of tract, r * .9979. The high correlation be-
tween the two groups would lead one to believe that the sample data
is representative of the whole and can be assumed to be a random
sample.
See Appendixes VI and VII for the detailed breakdown of the
above information.
Sk
SUMHAKX ABU CONCLUSION
The problem of Isolating the value oi' water from the value of
the land, and Improvements thereon, was approached via the actual
market comparison approach. Data was gathered on all the faras
which changed ownership between 1962 and August, 1967. By ques-
tionnaire, the actual sales prices of approximately one-half of
all the transactions during this time period were obtained. The
data, though not a random sample, approximates a random sample,
and Is a large enough ssmple of the entire population that, stat-
istically, it could be considered to be a representative sample,
and therefore, useful for the purpose of this study. One basis
for comparison of respondents and non-respondents is previously
discussed on page 5-»
The returned questionnaires were divided into two groups!
those describing tracts which had water in the form of developed
wells, or which the purchaser supposed had ground water when the
land was purchased, and those describing tracts which purchasers
thought did not have any ground water at the time of purchaae.
The average prices per acre paid by each of these groups of pur-
chasers were #121.00 and £80.00, respectively. The difference of
llj.1,00 is an average value of water. However, the difference be-
tween the two arithmetic means is a simple interpretation, dis-
regarding many other factors which may have an effect on the value
of land,
i?or this reason, a different type of analysis was made. There
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were eighteen farms which definitely had water. These were match-
ed with eighteen dry farms, alike In as many other respects as
possible. The difference was attributed to the ground water. The
average difference In price on these eighteen pairs was v93«0Q
per acre.
On fifteen of these eighteen farms, the depth to water was
known, and on seventeen of the eighteen, the information on quan*
tlty of water, as measured by gallons per minute of well capacity,
was known. Consequently, a regression analysis was run on both
Independent variables together, and then on each one separately.
The results, showing the correlation between price of water and
well capacity, appear to be both useful and significant. However,
depth to water does not hare a significant effect, nor does the
thickness of the wt ;er bearing strata. Though neither of the last
two mentioned factors shewed any significance in this particular
study, both of them will undoubtedly assume more importance in the
future, as knowledge of ground water geology becomes more widespread
and as water use becomes more widely practiced and competitive.
The prediction equation, 1 * $1;2.52 ,0328 X, where 1 is the
(10.0$) (.0139)
price of water and X is the well capacity in gallons per minute,
was computed by the method of least squares. This equation ind-
icates that the amount of water available for Irrigation, in terms
of well capacity, has s definite influence on the price of land.
This is mors of an effect than was indicated by the study by Ed-
wards, Pine, and Feyerherm, but it is for a different time period
and also for a different interpretation, so a rigorous comparison
should not be made between the two.
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The analysis of trend revealed taut no adjustment for trend
was necessary. The Tarns were matched on a one-to-one basis, and
the dates of sale were almost all within aix rconths of each other,
'.thus, the trend in land values was separated from the data, leav-
ing only the trend in land values which could be attributed to
water. Then, the regression analysis showed that the trend was not
significant, with a Spearrean rank correlation coefficient of
r
8 • ,181+3.
Soil types and topography were both matched very closely for
every pair of farms, as can be seen from Table 8 2 and 3 # There is
no need for adjustment for eitlsrof these.
An attempt, such as this, to extract some useful general in*
formation from such a small number of transactions, must take into
account that there ia a high possibility of error. This is especial-
ly true when the desired information ie itself a factor which is
influenced by such a large number of uncontrolled variables. The
use of multiple regression analysis might be more desirable, but
was not used in this paper. Such things as size of tract, access-
ibility of paved highways, acreage allotments, etc., have been
conaidered only in so far as they can be similarly matched on a
farm-to-farm basis between farms with water and farms without water*
Other factors, more subjective in nature, auch as desirability
as a home unit, ability to bargein, financial conditions and atti-
tudes of buyers and sellers, knowledge of other opportunities, man-
agement abilities, etc., have not been considered.
There are probably numerous biases in this study, but the biases
5?
probably offset each other, snd the results are acceptable. The
conclusions apply only to the four county area atudied and we can-
not generalize about the other areas of the state without further
study. It la hoped tnat more work will be clone along this line
In the future.
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APPENDIX I
DATA SHEET
Name and address or buyer Name and address of seller
Relationship of buyer sad seller
Date of Sale
Deed Register Data Book
Amount of revenue stamps
Legal description of property
County
General Information
Soil types
Breakdown of ssle prices
Residence
Farm buildings
fences
,
Crops
Machinery
Wells and pumps
Souroe of information
Other
Land
Water
etc
;
A.I»»EVT)IX IT
KANSAS STATE UNIV&USITY
Manhattan* Xansas 66502
Department of 2conomios
waters Hall
Section A T
-
Dear Sir:
Kansas State University is conducting a study of the effect
of underground water supply on lend values in southwestern Aanaas.
This study may be helpful to landowners in the future in establish-
ing a basis for underground water depletion allowance on federal
income tax* Such allowances have been granted La some areas in
the Texas High Plains.
The county register of deeds shows that you acquired land in
the above section within the last five ^ears* Would you be kind
enough to fill out the enclosed questionnaire and return it in
the stamped, self-addressed envelope?
This information will be confidential and the published results
will not identify individual owners or tracts of land.
Sincerely sours,
a/ S. 3. Bagley
it S. Bagley
Professor of Economics
to
1.
3,
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APPENDIX III
QUESTIONNAIRE
Sec T R
Please answer all question* and state all values with respect
conditions existing a_t fctu time of purchase.
Tot9l number of acres purchased
Total purchase price $
Did the purohase include If your answer to any of the items
any of the following listed on the left is yea, give the
respective value. (The sum of the
individual values should equal the
purohase price.
)
Residence
Farm buildings
Fences
Crops
Wheat Allotments
Livestock
Machinery
Wells
Pumps, pipe, etc
Other
Water rights
Gas, oil, mineral
Land
Total
61
k» Did you know of the presence of underground water
when ycu made the purchase?
_
5. Were there established water rights with the land?
6. If there was a well, what was the extent of the water
supply? (Give information for each well.)
Gallons per minute? m________mmmm
Depth to water?
Thickness of water bearing strata?
7. Are y >u now irrigating this property, either by ditch or
sprinkler?
8, Did you own other land in the same area? "Were you
irrigating it?
9. Are the buyer and seller related? If yes, waa the
purchase price a fair market price
?~*
10. Waa the land purchased for agricultural use?
11. Wheat allotment (acres)
mmmmm_____
12. How many miles to the nearest elevator?
13. Other factors which were considered in arriving at the value
of the land.
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Comparison Between Respondents and Son-respondents
by 3ize of Tract
Size of tract
Those who did
not respond
Those who did
respond
ko acres 2 2
80 19 17
120 3 t
160 100 62
240
fc
320 29 27
480 3 ?
6^0 5 6
Over 6^0 2 2
w1Z Vll
Comparison Between Hesnondents and Non-respondents
by Date of fftlf
Dgte of Sale
Those who did
not respond
Those who did
respond
1962 36 26
1963 at i>L
1964 31 2b
1965 34 35
1966 2k 35
1967 12 7
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This thesis considers the effect of underground water supplies
on the value of land in four counties in southwestern Kansas. In-
asmuch as the market for real estate is an imperfect market, with
every piece of property different in some respect from any other,
and relatively few actual market transactions, the isolation and
determination of this effect is a complex task.
Several approaches could be made to estimating the value of
an income-earning asset, some of which are: (1) the replacement
cost approach, which would not be applicable to land because land
is not replaceable, (2) the income approach, (3) the market com-
parison approaoh, and (1+) the market simulation approach. A mult-
ple regression analysis could also be used, but is not the purpose
of this paper.
The market comparison approach was the method chosen for this
study, primarily because precedent hsd been established in a fed-
eral oourt, viz ., Internal Revenue Service vs. Shurbet, wherein
the court upheld Shurbet *s claim for water depletion allowance.
The cost of the water was determined by a market comparison of
land with water with similar land without water. Another reason
that the market comparison approach was used is that the data for
the study was relatively easy to obtain.
This study does not attempt to evaluate all of the factors
that may contribute to the determination of land prices. Instead,
the objective ia to compare value of farms with underground water,
in quantities adequate for Irrigation, with those farms without
underground water. The other factors which affect value are account'
ed for by keeping the farms, themselves, as much alike in all other
respects as possible. By doing this with a representative sample
of the two kinds of farms in the four county area which have ac-
tually changed hands at prices that were the result of free market
forces, the desired effect can be isolated,
A suitable time period for samples of sales data was deter-
mined to be five years. Data was gathered by personal visit to
each of the county Register of Deeds offices, A total of three
hundred twenty-five farms, which could be used in this study, were
sold during the given period. Questionnaires were mailed to all
of the owners, and approximately one-half of these were returned
with the requested information, trow these, the transaction price
was determined for each farm and the price per acre computed.
The data was separated into the two groupa, analyzed, and an
arithmetic mean calculated for each group. The difference in prloe
for farms with water and those without water was $lj.l,00 per acre,
which difference could be attributed to water.
However, the above mentioned groups were composed mostly of
farms without wells or test-holes, the deoision as to whether there
was water under the surface being left to the landowner. In many
cases, the decision could have been wrong. Hence, it was decided
to separate a group of farms which definitely had water, of which
there were eighteen, and match them as nearly aa possible to eigh-
teen farms which were thought to lack underground water. The diff-
erence in price in this case was §93.00 per acre, which is probably
a more realistic estimate of the value of water.
Also, using these eighteen pairs, a simple regression analysis
of the relationship between the difference in the price of land with
water and the land without water, and the capacity of the well, was
determined by the following prediction equation)
Y * %2.3>'2 * .0328 X,
(10.05) (.0162)
where Y is the price of water, and X is the well capacity in gallons
per minute. The product moment correlation coefficient, which meas-
ures degree of association between the variables, is r * .5217, and
the coefficient of determination, which measures the percentage of
explained variation, la R2 .2721.
There are probably numerous biases in this study, such as the
value of mineral rights, buyers unable to avoid paying high prices
set by sellers who were not particularly anxious to sell, or sellers
who were forced to take low prices because of reluctant buyers, etc
However, because of the large sample size of approximately one-half
of the total population and the randomness of the sample, the biases
probably tend to offset each other and the conclusions have some
validity.
Because of the fact that some Information was available on
those tracta of land which were owned by non-respondents, as well
as tracts owned by the respondents, it was possible to test statist-
ically to see if the two were from the same population. That is,
were those who responded to the questionnaire different in any way
from those who did not? The tests showed that no differences were
evident, consequently, it was assumed that the sample was random.
